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Dialect is a variety of a language associated with a particular group of speakers and mutually 

intelligibility with other varieties. Moreover, dialect is strictly speaking, to differences of 

vocabulary and grammar as well as pronunciation. 

This research observed the patois dialect used by Sumenep people in Maduranese gional 

language, because the researcher was very familiar with those dialects. The focus of this 

research was to know the characteristics of dialect varieties, the differences and the 

similarities of vocabularies used by Kangean and Kalianget people and also the factors which 

influenced them. The researcher was interested to investigate those dialects due to the fact 

even though they lived in the same location, they have different language spoken, especially 

vocabulary used. 

The researcher used a descriptive qualitative design to answer the questions because she 

conducted her research by naturally observing the existing of patois dialect used by Kalianget 

and Kangean people. The research subjects were the people who were born in Kalianget and 

Kangean, 5 people from Kalianget and 5 people from Kangean. The researcher took the 

secondary data from other information related to the phenomena of research environment, 

such as; map. For the data collection, this research used informal interview and took her 

position as a complete participant. 

The result of this research showed that there were four characteristics of dialect varieties used 

by Kangean and Kalianget people they are: the sound spelling, the morphology, the 

homograph, and the homonym. Moreover, there were found some differences and similarities 

in vocabularies that used by those people, for example: soduh, sendok, jeo, jeu, etc. Lastly, 

the factors that influence the differences and the similarities of patois vocabularies used by 

Sumenep people in Kangean and Kalianget were geographical position, historical stories, and 

technology development. 

 


